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Modeling the fine root biomass dispersion
using a special influence function
Wälder O

(1)

, Wälder K* (2)

This paper presents a successful application of techniques from the adjustment
theory for modeling interaction in fine root biomass dispersion. Using special
distance and species dependent weightings the influence function for fine root
biomass dispersion of two species is estimated. Using the estimated influence
functions the fine root biomass is predicted at the locations where the real
data was sampled. Goodness of fit of our model is evaluated by comparing
sample values and predicted values. However, the results show successful co
incidence between sampled and predicted values. Finally, we present an ex
ample for the root dispersion in a mixed stand of beeches and spruces in Sax
ony/Germany.
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Introduction

Forest scientists as well as wood pro
cessing industry are interested in understand
ing and modeling interactions among trees in
stands. The spatial distribution of the re
source pool trees rely on affects the availab
ility of these resources like water, nutrients
and radiation for a tree. Now, such a charac
teristic as the fine root biomass depends on
locations of the corresponding trees, their in
teractions and competition effects among
them. Investigations of the spatial dispersion
of the fine root biomass can contribute to an
improved knowledge about these effects. In
this paper, the multi-tree case with trees
from two different species is discussed. At
fixed locations at ground level we want to
model the total mean of the fine root bio
mass in a fixed soil depth belonging to the
trees from both species. Obviously, root dis
persal is caused by the trees. The total bio
mass of fine roots consists of the contribu
tions of the individual trees. Here, interac
tions can affect the root biomass. Therefore,
we model the fine root biomass by a
weighted sum of individual biomass contri
butions. Now, the fine root biomass meas
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urements should additionally be weighted re
lated to the relative number of neighboring
trees of the same species. This two-step
weighting is necessary for modeling as well
intra-specific interactions among trees of the
same species as inter-specific interactions
between different species. Obviously, our
model can also be generalized for more than
two species.
There are different mathematical methods
for modeling interaction effects, see (Näther
& Wälder 2003, Näther & Wälder 2006,
Wälder & Wälder 2008). In this paper, tech
niques of adjustment theory are taken into
account.

Material and methods
Study site
The study was carried out in a mixed
spruce and beech stand consisting of 11
beech (species 1) and 17 spruce trees (spe
cies 2) in Germany (Saxony) near to
Dresden. The study site is part of a greater
nearly homogeneous spruce stand. In 2003,
soil cores were taken at 226 given sampling
points with collections of the fine root bio
mass from the forest floor organic and min
eral horizon, see Fig. 1 and Fig. 2.
Sampling procedure started with the collec
tion of roots from the forest floor organic
and mineral horizons using a steel frame
(diameter 50 mm). The samples per core
hole (organic horizon, mineral soil up to a
depth of 80 cm) were filled in separated
plastic bags. According to Böhm (1979) only
roots ≤ 2 mm diameter are classified as fine
roots. These roots were selected irrespective
of their shape. Finally, the dead roots were
separated. The distinction between living
and dead components was made according to
Murach (1984). Following separation,
samples of live roots were oven-dried at
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Fig. 1 - Locations of trees and fine root bio
mass measurements (transects) at the Rabe
nau site. The trees of the first species (beech)
are colored with red stars. The trees of the
second species (spruce) are colored with
blue stars. Yellow diamonds show locations
of measurements. Both axes X and Y are in
[m].
65°C for 96 h. Mycorrhizae was not separ
ated from root material.
In Näther & Wälder (2006) an approach
based on fuzzy theory is proposed for model
ing inter- and intra-specific aggregations. In
Näther & Wälder (2003) a statistical model
for dispersion effects based on cluster point
processes is discussed. Ammer & Wagner
(2005) present an approach for modeling the
mean fine root biomass of Norway spruce
stands. Especially, they restricted themselves
to modeling fine root biomass of one spe
cies. Here, we present an alternative method
for modeling the fine root biomass distribu
tion of two species. Techniques of the ad
justment theory are used for our modeling.

Fig. 2 - Soil core from Rabenau.
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Mathematical methods
A deterministic alternative to the mark cor
relation function discussed in Wälder &
Wälder (2008) is the so called influence
function defined in Wälder (2008). The util
ization of tree individual-based models has
been established in forest research and man
agement for some years now. Analogously to
the influence function many other models
make use of the zone of influence (“ZOI”
sensu Grimm & Railsback 2005) approach;
but they utilize this approach in very differ
ent ways (Yastrebov 1996, Okland et al.
1999, Saetre 1999, Kuhlmann-Berenzon &
Hjorth 2007). Now, such an influence func
tion approach provides a simple method for
interaction analysis and its advantage relies
on its rejection of embarrassing restrictions
which are necessary for stochastic methods:
For example, it is well-known that not any
function can be a correlation or a density
function. Some conditions have to be ful
filled.
Let us explain the main idea of the influ
ence function method based on an example
from forestry. We assume that each tree
characteristic, for example the fine roots bio
mass, depends not only on the corresponding
tree, but also on other trees, namely on their
locations and characteristics. It seems to be
realistic to assume that this influence only
depends on distances between measurement
points of fine roots biomass and the tree. We
denote the maximal tree distance with still
existing influence f with parameter R. There
fore, f(r) = 0, r > R holds. In our case study
we use R=10 and R = 15 [m]. Now, we as
sume that this function f is identical for all
trees of the same species in a stand.
Further, we assume that there are two tree
species with two different fine root biomass
influence functions. The measurements of
fine root biomass are taken around each tree
following radial transect lines. The whole
plot is divided into two groups: fine root bio
mass from trees of the first and of the second
species, see Fig. 1.
The next model assumption refers to the
linearity of the average of individual influ
ences of neighboring trees for a fine root
j
biomass value. Let m be the fine root bio

(a)
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Tab. 1 - Some statistical characteristics providing goodness-of-fit of our model.

R

Observed
measurements

Species

Species 1 Mean
Variance
Correlation
10 [m]
Species 2 Mean
Variance
Correlation
Species 1 Mean
Variance
Correlation
15 [m]
Species 2 Mean
Variance
Correlation

60.9248
4.7628 x 103
1.0
97.2478
1.3658 x 104
1.0
60.9248
4.7628 x 103
1.0
97.2478
1.3658 x 104
1.0

mass of species j, j = 1, 2, at point x0. If N
neighboring trees are located at xi , i = 1, ...,
N, then we use the following approach as
suming that all distances are smaller than R
(eqn. 1):
j

j

j

m  x 0 = f  r 01⋅w r10 ... f  r0N ⋅w r N0 
r i0 =∣x i− x 0∣, i =1, ... , N ; j=1, 2
1
w r i0 =
2 r i0
The weights w in eqn. 1 are necessary be
cause the number of trees still increases with
increasing distance. Now, these influence
functions f j, j = 1, 2 have to be estimated us
ing the sampled fine root biomass values
j
m . The estimator is denoted by f j . Our
approach to solve this problem is based on
techniques from the adjustment theory. At
first, we restrict the number of unknown
variables in eqn. 1. For example, for five val
ues of the influence function this corres
ponds to the following locations:
r k =r min k −1⋅ ,

= R , k =1, ... , 5
4

We should note that another number of un
known variables in (1) can also be con
sidered. Tab. 1 presents the results for m = 5,

(b)
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Values
estimated
with m=5
60.9561
1.7635 x 103
0.6152
99.9726
0.7236 x 104
0.7513
61.6426
1.7532 x 103
0.6031
100.317
0.7072x 104
0.7297

m=7

m=9

60.8873
1.7387 x 103
0.6107
98.3769
0.7660 x 104
0.7567
61.9068
2.0310 x 103
0.6575
98.61
0.7729 x 104
0.7583

61.5880
1.8707 x 103
0.6395
98.4068
0.8045 x 104
0.7712
61.809
2.1523 x 103
0.6768
98.794
0.7558 x 104
0.7522

7 and 9 in our case study. Setting
= R , m1
m−1
leads to m values of rk, k = 1, ..., m. Let us
mention that an increasing number of un
known variables firstly results in an increas
ing estimation error and secondly in oscilla
tions of the influence function estimator f j
caused by the relatively small number of
trees at a fixed distance from a measurement.
Thus, this restriction to only five (seven or
maximal nine) variables seems to be useful
and necessary. To take into account the stem
diameter the parameter rmin > 0 is needed.
Using seven or nine variables does not
change the form of influence functions signi
ficantly, see Tab. 1. Thus, in eqn. 2 and eqn.
3 we use m = 5 only in order to avoid over
loading the given relations.
j
At second, each measurement m should be
weighted additionally. This weighting should
mirror our confidence in the corresponding
measurement. It means that the accuracy of a
j
measurement m (and in the same time our
confidence) increases significantly, if there
are only trees of the same species j. We de
note these weights with p. Each weight
should be proportional to the relative number
Fig. 3 - Fitted fine root biomass
influence functions (Y-axis).
The red lines correspond to the
first tree species (beech). The
blue lines describe the estimated
influence function for the second
tree species (spruce) for k = 5
and R = 10 [m] (a) and R = 15
[m] (b). The X-axis represents
the distance in [m].
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Modeling the fine root biomass
Fig. 4 - Fitted fine root biomass in
fluence functions (Y-axis). The red
lines correspond to the first tree
species (beech). The blue lines de
scribe the estimated influence func
tion for the second tree species
(spruce) for k = 7 and R = 10 [m]
(a) and R = 15 [m] (b). The X-axis
represents the distance in [m].

(a)

(b)

of trees of the same species the considered
measurement of fine root biomass belongs
to.
The solution of the following linear system
of equations 2 which is well-known in the
adjustment theory leads to the estimation f j
of the corresponding influence functions for
both tree species j = 1, 2 (eqn. 2).

{

}

j
X 1j a1,1
... X 5j a 1,5=M 1jv 1j
j j
X 2 a2,1... X 5j a 2,5= M 2j v 2j ⇒ A j⋅X
...
X nj anj ,1... X 5j a n,5 =M njv nj

⇒ A j⋅X j =M jv j
X j : v j '⋅P j⋅v j  min ,

j

j

A= al , m ,

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

j

j=1, 2

where n is the number of measurements of
fine root biomass denoted with M for both
tree species j, and (eqn. 3):
X k = f r k  ,

(a)

k =1, ... , 5
j

al , m=

∑

w r l  ,

∀ r l :∣rm −r l∣/ 2

l=1,... ,n ;

m=1,... ,5

 

p
j
P = 0
0

j
1

0 0
... 0
j
0 pn

The elements of the matrix A are cumulat
ive weights which are defined in (1). The
weights of all trees located at distances
closer to the corresponding rk, k = 1, ..., 5
should be summed up.
The exact solution of (2) corresponds then
to (eqn. 4):
−1

X j = A j '⋅P j⋅A j  A j '⋅P j⋅M j ,

j=1,2

Results

We applied the method described above for
our data. From Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 it can be
seen that the maximum of fine root biomass
is different for both species. The maximum
of fine root biomass for a beech yields ap
prox. 5 [m], while a spruce has this maxim
um at approx. 8 [m]. We restricted ourselves
to R = 10 [m] and 15 [m] because of the
small size of the observation window.
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Fig. 5 - Real measurements of fine root biomass for the first species (a) and for the second
species (b) at Rabenau. Estimated fine root biomass for the first species (c) and for the
second species (d) for k = 5, R = 15 [m]. Absolute difference between observed and estim
ated values for the first species (e) and for the second species (f). Both axes X and Y are in
[m]. The color scale represents the fine root biomass in [mg/cm3].
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It should be noted again that using more
than 5 variables does not change the form of
the influence functions significantly. The
corresponding results can be seen in Tab. 1.
Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 show the estimated influ
ence functions for some parameters. Fig. 5
presents the comparison between real and es
timated values of fine root biomass for k = 5
and R = 15 [m]. The linear interpolation
method is used for visualization of the res
ults in the observation window.

Discussion

In our paper we show that intra- and interspecific interaction and competition effects
among trees and species can be modeled by
a special two-step weighting approach. From
an ecological point of view this is necessary
because forest dynamics is shaped by sup
pression, support and survival of the
strongest species.
In general, a mathematical model is a prob
lem-related simplification and requires some
restrictions and assumptions. Goodness-offit should be proved for each model. In our
approach two influence functions are estim
ated. Based on them, the values of fine roots
biomass are predicted at the locations where
real measurements are given. The comparis
on of real (observed) and predicted (model)
values is carried out calculating their means,
variances and the correlation between real
and model values. The obtained results un
derline that our model is well suited for de
scribing the fine root dispersion in a mixed
stand of two species.

Conclusions

Applying the influence function approach
is very helpful, especially for such cases if

iForest (2008) 1: 141-144

additional restricting demands of other math
ematical approaches could not be satisfied.
For example, there are too small sampling
sizes or vague measurements, etc. An influ
ence function is free from restrictions: It can
be as well positive as negative, it is not nor
malized. It is a simple and meaningful tool
for a preliminary analysis of spatial multidi
mensional data.
Our approach provides a more general and
flexible approach in comparison with the ap
proaches by Näther & Wälder (2006) and
Ammer & Wagner (2005). Differently from
Ammer & Wagner (2005) our model is not
restricted to one species. The approach
presented in this paper can even be general
ized by using more than two species of trees.
Differently from Näther & Wälder (2006)
our approach renounces strict statistical
model assumptions.
Further, other tree-dependent characterist
ics, which are of interest for forest scientists,
can be analyzed in a similar way. Therefore,
we want to contribute to the broader dissem
ination of our approach in forestry and eco
logical research.
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